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A Tragedy Unfolds
Lesson #1

Adversity often comes when you least expect it, in the place you least expect it.
Lesson #2

Prior planning is essential.

“By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail.”
Lesson #3
The immediate challenge after the crisis is to understand the emotional needs of the grieving community.
How the organization deals with matters of the heart is an important part of how it will be perceived as handling the overall crisis.
People view major issues in a personal way and not all recovery issues are tangible.

♦ Expect fear, anxiety, and other related stress symptoms
♦ Provide post-disaster psychological counseling
♦ Make resources available to entire campus community
After a disaster, employees may be pulled between family and work obligations.

♦ Offer flexible work arrangements where possible
♦ Thank employees for their contributions
♦ Establish a memorial to remember the event and celebrate the recovery.
Lesson #4
It’s not over when it’s over.
Lesson #5

Don’t let the tragedy define your organization.
Lesson #6

Know the Difference Between Emergency Response Plans and Continuity of Operations (COOP) Plans

Emergency Event

Life Safety

COOP Program

Emergency Response

- Fire, Police
- FEMA
- Shelter In Place Plans
- Emergency Evacuation Plans
- Personnel Accountability
- Mass Warning

- IT Contingency Plans
- Business Continuity Plans (BCP)
- Business Recovery Plans (BRP)
- Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP)
- Research Continuity Plans (RCP)
- Academic Continuity Plans (ACP)

Adapted from US Army AMCOM Example – used with permission
Lesson #7

The recovery process begins before the emergency responders leave

- The crisis management and recovery process begins as soon as the event occurs
- Quickly assess the situation and begin reviewing options for disaster recovery and operational continuity
Lesson #8

Have an up-to-date and comprehensive Emergency Management Plan!

- Lives, business, and careers will depend on it
- Top executives should drive and visibly support preparedness efforts
- Plans should include both Emergency Response and COOP
Lesson #9

All emergency/crisis management personnel should keep up-to-date emergency contact lists

- Include cellular, home, office, email, home address, out-of-town contact info
- Keep copies in cell phone contact lists
- Keep paper copies in automobiles and offices
- Keep a copy “in the cloud” that can quickly be accessed from computers and mobile devices (we now use Google Docs)
Lesson #10

Regardless of what your crisis management or disaster recovery plan says, an organization’s top leader will be its personification and chief public relations officer following a large disaster

- Have a PIO in place but realize that the community will be looking to the top executive first
Lesson #11

Cultivate working relationships with community responders (police, fire, EMS)

- Where possible, participate in joint training exercises
  - Our officers participate in active shooter training alongside city and county police
  - This facilitated quick integration of teams from multiple agencies

- Invite responders to participate in and/or observe and evaluate your exercises

- Conduct regular campus tours with responders
  - Response agencies should be familiar with the campus, building names & locations, floor plans
Lesson #12

Use the Incident Command System (ICS) – it works

- Require NIMS/ICS training for all first responders
  - Integrating your personnel with external response agencies will be much easier if they know the system
- Include NIMS/ICS structure in planning, training, drills, and exercises
- Use ICS forms (Incident briefing, objections, communications plan, etc.)
Lesson #13

Have pre-determined trigger points for activation of emergency management personnel

- Critical personnel should know how/when/if to report when a major disaster or crisis event occurs – It should be an automatic response
- Include the activation process in your training and exercises
- Make certain that critical personnel understand their roles
Lesson #14

Incident Commander (IC) – Who’s In charge?

- When the police cars, ambulances, and fire trucks are gone, who will be your Incident commander?
  - Realize that your recovery starts as soon as the immediate threat to life safety is gone
  - Your IC should be prepared to immediately step up and start making decisions, often before the first responders are gone
  - The IC should have the power to make decisions and delegate tasks to other organizational leaders
  - Many plans name someone other than the top leader as IC – this may work for small-scale events but for major disasters top leadership must step up and lead the recovery process
Lesson #15

Communicate, Communicate, Communicate:

- Once facts are gathered and initial recovery plans in place, the organization leader should communicate plans and information through mediums that can reach the most people. Include:
  - Verified facts and where to obtain up-to-date information
    - Avoid speculation and un-vetted information
  - Information on where people can go for help, including post-trauma counseling
  - Identities of those who will lead each phase of the recovery
  - Regular updates on what is happening
- Maintain a designated and equipped call center
  - Maintain trained personnel to manage and staff the center

University of Chicago example
Lesson #16

The leader (IC) cannot work (and succeed) alone

- Enlist other top leadership and support staff
- Delegate, delegate, delegate
- Communicate, communicate, communicate
- Leaders will face many of the same concerns and stresses that affect their staff
  - ICs and other key staff should take advantage of counseling and stress management resources – you’re human – don’t be afraid to acknowledge this
- Be sure the leadership and support staff are familiar with plans and their roles in them – training and exercises are the best learning tools
Lesson #17

Have a pre-designated and equipped Emergency Operations Center . . . and a backup location

- Location does not need to be dedicated to EOC operations but should be capable of being quickly repurposed
- Phones, data connections, whiteboard, proximity to restrooms, controlled access, away from media staging area(s)
- Make sure incident management teams know the location(s) of the EOC
- Have a pre-determined plan for activation of the EOC
- Have a pre-determined threshold for activation of the EOC
Lesson #18

Document Everything!

Clear detailed records will be required to recover losses and expenses through insurance carriers, disaster recovery grants, and other sources.

- Keep detailed property records
- Videotape and/or photograph damage
- Establish a separate chart of accounts for all recovery expenses
- Track labor, materials, and service costs related to recovery
- Track lost revenues (be prepared to justify your calculations)
- Use ICS forms to document emergency operations
Lesson #19

Have a plan and process for dealing with volunteers

- In a large-scale incident you will likely have volunteer organizations and private individuals who want to help.
- Some volunteer organizations must be invited.
- Many volunteers will self-deploy.
- Screen volunteers - Not all volunteers will be qualified for the task they wish to help with.
- Get information quickly to your media partners regarding your needs for volunteers.

American Red Cross

The Salvation Army Services

Therapy Partners, Inc.
Lesson #20

Test your communications infrastructure and plans regularly

- Do you have an emergency communications plan? Has it been tested?
- Can your web servers handle 10,000 hits per hour? 50,000?
- Do you have resilient radio communications?
- What is your backup if phones are not available?
- How many simultaneous calls will your telephone switches support? Will that be adequate? Do you have redundancy?
Lesson #21

Review your process for scripting, approving, and issuing emergency and informational messages

- Who has authority to issue emergency alerts? Informational messages?
- What communication channels will you use for each?
- How long does it take to issue an emergency alert?
- Include emergency notification system activation in your drills and exercises – you don’t have to send a message to everyone every time you drill, but test and time the process to authorize, approve, and issue – the WHOLE process.
Lesson #22

Following a disaster an institution’s most important responsibility is minimizing loss of student enrollment

- During planning you should identify alternate classroom, laboratory, and office locations and personnel resources
- Develop mutual aid agreements with organizations outside the region
- University and college systems should encourage cooperation and aid agreements between sister institutions
- When business resumes be sure that your employees and the public know you are ready for both returning and new students
Lesson #23

Don’t set recovery goals to simply return to where you were before the event

- You will have a small window of time where individuals are willing to set aside personal differences and work together for the common good - capitalize on this opportunity
- Look for opportunities to gain support for mitigation and emergency preparedness activities and to advance long-range goals and campus master plans
Lesson #24

Don’t be afraid to ask for help and guidance

- Seek advice and guidance from other institutions who have recovered from a similar crisis or disaster
- Consult public and media relations specialists
- Reach out to your community for aid and resources
- Seek support from nearby and/or sister higher education institutions

*Dear friends... I need help.*
Summary

- Expect the unexpected.
- Take care of the matters of the heart.
- Provide support and counseling for employees.
- Move forward. Create a new normal.
- Have a formal response and recovery strategy and keep it updated and exercised regularly.
- Your top executive will be the person everyone looks to after a disaster.
- Develop strong relations with emergency responders.
- Communicate regularly with all stakeholders.
- Planning will help minimize loss of customers and revenue.
- Keep detailed records of losses and recovery expenses.
- Seek help and guidance from your community and beyond.
Questions?
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Some material in this presentation adapted from "The Presidential Role in Disaster Planning and Response: Lessons From the Front", 2007, Society for College and University Planning